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 URL stands for uniform resource locator are the addresses of the unique 

resources on the internet. We all need URLs to access any type of resource 

on the internet, such as any web page, and document. Sometimes URLs can 

be long, irrelative and unattractive and unable to send sometimes via email. 

So, for this, we proposed a URL shortener web application based on the 

Python-Django platform which is fast and makes your long URLs in the 

shortest form which you can share on social media platforms. It makes all 

the messy, unattractive URLs short and shareable. Writing paper proposed a 

premium section in our application that gives access to the customizable 

URLs and analytics of your shorten URLs. Customizable URLs are the 

URLs you create by your own keywords. By creating a premium profile with 

the application, you can create your own URLs by using your own 

keywords. We have considered security a major part of the application that 

prevents the short URLs from being hacked or redirected to any advertising 

website or content. We store all the data related to the URL to show you the 

best view of your analytics and update it regularly. Main contribution in this 

field that for web application that provides users with a fast, secure and 

shortest URL for their using long URLs. Comparatively to other services 

that are currently available, the application provides superior security, 

availability, and confidentiality. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

With the vast database for the uniform resource locator (URL) links has been situated within the 

predefined storages, complex to fetch the right one within one click by first attempt. If an organization uses 

very long and complex URLs, then their customers are likely to be confused by the link they are given in the 

electronic communication. Since social media platforms like Twitter require 140-character messages, URL 

compression becomes increasingly important. Our project offers URL shortening services for converting long 

URLs into shorter ones [1]-[3]. When the user wants to shorten the long URL, they need to submit the long 
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URL which actually casues of the main problem for accessing the exact solution for the particular URL then 

ofcourse user will get the a short URL (by proposing the method) that hardly exceeds 25 characters. The user 

can then include that short URL instead of the long URL in Twitter messages or in an email. The basic need: 

URL shorteners are useful for a number of things, including redirect management, customization, tracking 

and analytics, easier sharing, enhanced readability, and space conservation. Example:-long URL:-

“https://www.flipkart.com/tyy/4io/~cs-b6vm0rg6g5/pr?sid=tyy,4io&collection-tab-name=Samsung+Galaxy+ 

F12&param=5987&offer=nb:mp:09c4a20e25&fm=neo%2Fmerchandising&iid=M_0349fea5-ee26-4173-

b80d-deb9df9d4b87_4.LY3JEX76VHSY&ssid=5gw1rj3kdc0000001635655861688&otracker=hp_omu_Top 

%2BOffers_3_4.dealCard.OMU_LY3JEX76VHSY_4&otracker1=hp_omu_PINNED_neo%2Fmerchandisin

g_Top%2BOffers_NA_dealCard_cc_3_NA_view-all_4&cid=LY3JEX76VHSY”. After applying the 

proposal: short URL:-“http://gitb.in/lrAYUk”. By utilizing blackboard’s architecture, we propose a secure 

URL shortening service which takes a long web address and creates a shorter one that won’t impede posting. 

As a result, the proposed secure URL service will allow the user to trust the service more, knowing it will be 

available, secure and trustworthy. 

Around the world, we have a tendency to the net continues to alter the method we connect with 

others, organize things and share information. The web is changing into a lot of and more necessary in our 

daily lives because it contains a larger impact on individual customers and huge powers [4]-[6]. In 2019, the 

amount of net users worldwide was 3.97 billion. This suggests that nowadays quite half the world’ population 

is connected to the globe wide web. However, whereas the digital population is visibly increasing in several 

components of the world, net access and convenience will vary wide from region to region. On-line 

population around the world as of 2020, China remains the globe' leading on-line market, followed by 

Republic of India and also the United States. Overall, East Asia is that the region with the foremost net users 

within the world, associate degreed geographic area is the region with the very best net penetration in the 

world. Compared to countries like Iceland and Denmark, wherever internet penetration is on the brink of 

100%, China’ online penetration remains comparatively low at 58%. This black eye is explained by the slow 

progress of digital infrastructure in remote areas. This is often an obstacle that's still seen in several 

components of the world. Mobile devices accelerate digital connections whereas international net access is 

on the rise, property quality is superb in countries wherever infrastructure is being developed. As of 2020, 

Singapore has the quickest average fastened broadband internet speed within the world, while Republic of 

Korea has the fastest average cellular speed. The mobile internet has become a lot of and more common and 

popular in recent years as smartphones became more accessible and cheaper than ever before. As net users’ 

bit by bit switch to mobile devices to surf the web on the go, the mobile net currently accounts for quite 50% 

of all web traffic worldwide. Net use and favorite on-line activities because the net became an essential tool 

for information, communication and entertainment, the typical daily net time per person is increasing year by 

year. In 2019, users spent a calculable one hundred seventy minutes online, totally on their smartphones per 

day. The foremost common mobile internet activities embrace the employment of instant electronic 

communication services, video streaming platforms and social media. On average, net users pay quite a 

hundred and forty minutes on a daily basis on social media, and Facebook remains the world’ leading social 

network. The increase of e-commerce and digital recognition round the world Over the last few decades, we 

have a tendency to be the net has conjointly modified the method we obtain associate degreed sell 

merchandise round the world. As lookers shop a lot of and more on-line, international e-commerce sales in 

2020 exceeded $ 4.2 billion [7]-[10]. With more and more online transactions being processed via mobile 

devices, e-commerce is changing into a progressively profitable industry. However as digital attainment 

grows, so will online privacy, fraud, and hacking concerns, shown by Figure 1. 

 

 

2. METHOD  

By using Gitb.in, enter your long URL in the input field and click on generate button after that click 

by the algorithm entered URL will be verified if the URL is invalid in any form such as there is missing https 

before the URL or missing domain name (.com, .in, and .Edu) then it will show you error with it is type of 

error and ask you to re-enter valid URL and if it is a valid URL then it will assign a unique and random 

keyword to that particular URL and store it in the database and redirect you to a new page where you will get 

the short URL for your entered URL with the copy button just right there so that you simply copy that 

shortened URL by clicking on the copy button [11]-[14]. Then when you enter it in the URL bar it fetches the 

original URL from the database table by that assigned keyword to your URL and fast redirect it to that 

original URL. Example:-http://<host>/<path>. A short URL is uniquely identified by the string *path>, 

where *host> is the USS’s hostname. 
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Figure 1. An analysis of survey data on mobile and social media internet usage 

 

 

2.1.  Algorithm 

As new contribution, the proposed steps are following with the valid words are here: 
 Step 1: get the long URL. Entered by the user 

Original URL=GET [“original URL”] 

 Step 2: validation of the URL 

if (original URL==valid) 

{ 

Action=go to the step 3 

}  else 

{ 

Action=redirect to the home page with errors 

} 

 Step 3: get the original URL and assign a keyword and save both 

in a table in database 

“https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox” k4y5ft 

 Step 4: redirect to the shortened page and give shortened URL as 

output. 

“https://www.gitb.in/k4y5ft” 

After entering this URL bar.  

 Step 5: fetch the original URL using keyword k4y5ft from the 

database. 

Original URL: “https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox” 

 Step 6: redirect to the URL. 

 Step 7: STOP 

 

 

2.1.1. Experimental setup 

URL shortener with Python tool. Through this you’ll have a fully functional API-driven web 

application that creates shortened URLs that forward to target URLs. Also Figure 2 is showing the 

communication. Some functionalities of this: i) create a FastAPI that creates shortened URL; ii) run this on 

web server; and iii) investigate security of the auto-generated URL. 

To elaborate the proposed process, the original link address is brought up and some new letters are 

asked to be applied to the predefined words of the alphabet [15]-[18]. The proposed algorithm can generate 

new identifiers from a self-designed database. And finally, a new keyword is created and it can do all the 

activities related to that site without any threat. Also Figure 3 is showing the workflow of proposed model. 
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Figure 2. Communication with different stages 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Workflow 

 

 

2.2.  Test cases 

For critical discussion, test cases have been shown within the paper. By applying the proposed 

algorithm, many weblinks have got shortened link and without any error as shown in Table 1. The new 

shortened link is performing well within the designed statistics. 

 

 

Table 1. Shortened link of test cases 
Original link Shorten link 

“http://bit.ly/accenture-campus-hiring” “http://gitb.in/kpzOTv” 

“https://www.javatpoint.com/splunk” “http://gitb.in/rsgRFu” 

“https://www.javatpoint.com/computer-graphics-flood-fill-algorithm” “http://gitb.in/qweOTo” 

“https://www.sarkariresult.com/” “http://gitb.in/iopGBd” 

“https://www.flipkart.com/” “http://gitb.in/vefJKg” 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Some major findings: the Table 2 has been designed by getting some good gaps and crisp outcome 

from many valued publications. Unsolved problems for the user’s perspective listed here: i) tracking and 

analytics feature has been accommodated by introducing the shorten keywords within the specified link and 

location into the website; ii) improve readability: easy to read the content for a particular website; iii) space 

saving: URL’s keywords are getting less space into the memory now; iv) easy sharing also possible for 

effective communication; v) redirect management for good accebility; and vi) customization is also 

benefitted from the proposal [19]. A glimpse of the technology implemented showing the shortener identifier. 

Also, the IP address for the origin identifier remains unchanged, shown by Figure 4. 

 

 

Table 2. Major finding 
S. No. Research methods Major findings 

[20] *Analyzed code of popular URL shorteners. 

*Performed black-box testing. 

*Evaluated security vulnerabilities. 

*Most shorteners used encryption for shortened URLs, but some 

had weaknesses. 

*Some shorteners were vulnerable to phishing attacks. 

[21] *Literature review of existing threats and defenses. 

*Proposed a taxonomy of URL shortener 
vulnerabilities. 

*Evaluated existing countermeasures. 

*Identified various threats like phishing, malware, and tracking. 

*Proposed defense mechanisms like stricter domain validation 
and user education. 

[22] *Analyzed privacy policies of popular URL 
shorteners. 

*Performed privacy testing experiments. 
*Compared data collection practices. 

*Many shorteners collected user data beyond URL shortening 
needs. 

*Data collection practices varied significantly across services. 

[23] *Proposed cryptographic techniques for privacy-

preserving shortening. 
*Implemented and evaluated a prototype system. 

*Analysed performance and security trade-offs. 

*Cryptographic techniques can enable anonymized URL 

shortening. 
*Trade-offs exist between privacy and performance. 

[24] *Analyzed real-world traffic through URL shorteners. 
*Identified malicious redirects and tracking practices. 

*Evaluated the impact on user privacy and security. 

*Malicious actors exploited shorteners for phishing and 
malware distribution. 

*Shorteners often used opaque tracking mechanisms. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Outcome by proposed methodology 
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3.1.  Several URL shortening services 

All the URL shortening services listed in the Table 3 follows structure: 

“https://<USS_name>/<random_path>”. Where, this is a URL shortening service called “USS_name>” 

“<random_path>” is the random character produced by the service [25]. Table 4 is able to show some 

advancement into existing methodology by introducing some services that has been specified. 
 

 

Table 3. Several URL shortening services 
URL shortening services URL shortening 

“bit.ly” “https://bit.ly/Ufy0c2” 

“tinyurl.com” “https://tinyurl.com/8y5tsdx” 
“goo.gl” “https://goo.gl/J13Lb” 

“mcafe.ee” “https://mcaf.ee/93ojk” 

 

 

Table 4. Optimized services 
Feature Proposed application Other services (specify which ones) 

Platform Python-Django (Examples: Bitly, TinyURL, Rebrandly) 

Customizable URLs Yes Yes/No  
Analytics Yes (details on provided analytics) Yes/No (details on what they offer) 

Security measures (Describe your security features) (Compare theirs to yours) 

Data storage and privacy (Explain how data is stored and privacy ensured) (Compare theirs to yours) 
Availability and uptime (Describe your uptime guarantee) (Compare theirs to yours) 

Cost Free/premium (details on each tier) Free/premium (details on theirs) 

 
 

4. CONCLUSION  

In software development every software or and application has future scope or developer has the 

future for the software which are release once software is commercially active. Scope is defined features and 

functions of a product. Scope involves getting information required to start the project, including the features 

to start a project, including the features the product needs to meet its requirement. The future scope of the 

gitb.in is to add the premium service in the project which consist of some paid membership at minimum cost 

(at most benefit likely to be adhere in future). Premium include features like self-structure shorten links or in 

simple words it can be customizable shorten URL can be created, a greater number of URL can be shorten 

using the website application. The website consists many updates which will be reflected as per future 

requirement and response of the website in beta testing. In addition to security, availability, and 

confidentiality consideration the proposed URL shortening structure has the following features: By putting 

the original host name in the shorten URL, users will be more likely to trust the service, and when the shorten 

URL is attacked, the user can still access the original site and its original web page. In previous services, the 

shortening process was unknown and random. The available URL shortening services replace the entire URL 

with a new short URL which bears no relationship to the original URL. Using our proposed service, we 

replace the entire URL with some characters from the original one. 
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